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25 Pocket - Electrical & Maintenance Tool Carrier

Metal-free, corrosion-free  ›
 maintenance tool carrier, ideal 
 for outdoor uses, marine, 
 automotive, plumbing, electrical 
 and general applications.

Box-shaped design prevents  ›
 tipping over.

Padded reinforced  ›
 web carrying handle.

Web tape strap. ›
8"L x 8"W x 15"H ›

1529

16 Pocket - 16" Center Tray Tool Bag

13½" x 9" Multi-compartment  ›
 plastic tray included, stores into 
 middle compartment for easy 
 access to the rest of bag contents.

8 Pockets outside and 8 inside  ›
 to organize a wide range of tools 
 and accessories.

Main pocket with web loops  ›
 to accommodate large tools.

Extra padded carrying handles  ›
 and adjustable shoulder strap.

Metal tool snap and electrical  ›
 tape strap.

16"L x 9"W x 9"H ›
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12 Pocket - Large Traytote™ Bag

12 Outside pockets to  ›
 organize a wide range 
 of tools and accessories.

13½" x 9” Multi-compartment  ›
 plastic tray included, slides 
 securely into bottom of bag.

Reinforced web carrying handles                                                               ›
Opens wide for easy access. ›
Heavy-duty stitching and bar  ›

 tacking at all stress points.
15"L x 9"W x 12"H ›

1137

14 Pocket - Traytote™ Bag

14 Outside pockets to  ›
 organize a wide range 
 of tool and accessories.

11"x 6" Multi-compartment  ›
 plastic tray slides securely 
 into bottom of bag.

Reinforced web carrying handles.  ›
Opens wide for easy access  ›

 to bag contents.
Heavy-duty stitching and bar  ›

 tacking at all stress points.
12"L x 8"W x 12"H ›

23 Pocket - Large Electrical & Maintenance Tool Carrier 23 Pocket - Electrical & Maintenance Tool Carrier

7" x 5½" Multi-compartment  ›
 plastic tray included, slides 
 securely into bottom of pouch. 

Box-shaped design prevents  ›
 tipping over.  

Pockets for drill bits and tips,  ›
 testers, pliers, screwdrivers, etc.

Extra padded carrying handle  ›
 and adjustable shoulder strap.

Metal tool snap and electrical  ›
 tape strap.

8"L x 8"W x 17"H ›

11"x 6" Multi-compartment  ›
 plastic tray included that slides 
 securely into bottom of tool 
 carrier to organize small parts.

16 Multi-use outside pockets  ›
 and 7 inside to organize a wide 
 range of tools and accessories.

Box shaped design prevents  ›
 tipping over. 

Extra padded carrying handle  ›
 and adjustable shoulder strap.

Electrical tape strap. ›
11"L x 10"W x 19"H ›
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